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The Changing Nature of Teaching

• The shift from passive to active learning--the need for 

engagement

• The shift from content only to a balance of content and skills

• The shift from knowledge acquisition only to a balance 

between knowledge acquisition and problem-solving

• The shift from written assessments to an array of assessments



How do these factors change the 
nature of our work?

• Much of what we require of students involves problem 

formation

• Because skills are learned over time, the process is necessarily 

iterative.  It is no longer a one-and-done experience.

• Much of the work of project development requires 

form-function analysis.

• Ultimately, the students will develop quality standards based 

on experience.



Samples of Assessment Types 



One Version of Project Design



What is quality work and how do we know?

It is more than a matter of 
identifying correct answers.



Concerns We Need to Address

• Students see effort, not performance, 
as the best measure for a grade.

• Students prefer to be tested on content 
they have learned and can regurgitate.

• Especially on projects, students 
question the fairness of grades

• Some students don’t feel that teachers 
are allies in learning.



Two Stories 
Alex’s presentation of the Witch’s speech 

in MacBeth

“Double, double, toil and trouble.”



Here is what we created informally in class for Alex.



What did we achieve in Alex’s case?

• We defined what quality work was for the 
assignment.

• We confirmed that the students had an intuitive 
sense of what was quality work.

• We established the basis for showing that the 
grading will be fair.

• We set a standard for the rest of the presenters.  
The use of language in the rubric provided 
guideposts.



Second Story

Sally’s corrections to her article.



Interlinear Comments



Summative Comments

Content: Sally, You have some good ideas here, but you use 
overly complex sentences to explain your point.  You also need 
to accurately attribute ideas to the people you interview.

Organization: To ensure that your readers follow your argument, 
consider better transitions for the beginning of your paragraphs.

Mechanics: Be more concise.







What did we achieve in Sally’s case?

• Successful writing is more than making minor 
corrections.

• The teacher will not do the work for the student.
• The student needs to think like a writer to be 

successful.
• The student needs to work toward becoming 

independent and self-directed.
• Learning to write well is a continuous process 

involving multiple iterations.
• Good habits of mind can be learned.



What are rubrics and how can 
they help us do our work?



Rubrics versus Grading Sheets 

• Grading sheets are not rubrics.
• Grading sheets list the point value for 

each components of an assessment
• Rubrics are descriptions of quality work 

across a continuum.
• Rubrics usually evaluate the quality of 

different components



Even the youngest students can understand 
and create rubrics







How can we create good rubrics?

We have several options here



Steps for building effective rubrics

1. Identify each grading element or criterion.

2. Describe typical problems, weaknesses, or errors that characterize 

student work that does not meet the expectations for the assignment. 

(below standard)

3. Describe the characteristics of student work that does meet 

expectations for quality in this criterion. (meets standard)

4. Describe the characteristics of student work that stand out as being 

exceptional and a benchmark for other student work. (exceeds 

standard)



Options for contexts for developing rubrics

1. When you create the project or assessment, address the prompts on 

the previous page.  Write your rubric based on the answers.

2. When you are in class with your students, ask them to imagine what a 

great project and a poor project would look like, and develop it in 

class.

3. You can ask the students to do a comparative critique after the 

projects are finished.

4. When you have the first set of products, lay them out in order of 

quality and build a rubric from what you see before you grade them.



Why should we use rubrics?



Rubrics invite reflection.

When facing a rubric, students have a chance 
to measure their work against a standard.  
Asking the students to use the rubric to 
evaluate their work is a powerful tool.





Rubrics help students internalize 
quality standards.

Over time, the students will learn the language to describe 
quality work.  We have a ton of research that shows if we 
teach students the words to describe what we want them to 
do, they are more likely to do it.





Students can be responsible for their own 
grade, especially when revision is allowed.

If students can correct their work, they are in a position to choose how much 
they want to do, how hard they are willing to work to get the grade they want.





Excellent work is not the limited purview of 
the few.

Doing well involves more than intellect.   Hard work makes a 
difference and students of varying intellectual ability can do 
great work if shown what it looks like.



Rubrics are a roadmap to excellence.

Each description in a rubric is a stepping stone to the next 
level of work.





Effort can be clearly distinguished 
from results achieved.

Effort without a clear focus will not achieve 
much, but when a standard is visible, it is 
easy for students to see how effort can help.





Teachers speak with greater 
confidence about their grading.

It is so much easier to defend a grade when 
you have a rubric in front of you.





What is an A is no longer simply a 
matter of completion.

In a straightforward math test, a 100% is achieved when the 
student gets all the answers correct and shows the requisite 
work.   When a student has a project, it is a greater 
challenge to say what is outstanding work.





Teachers are able to create a vertical alignment that 
de-scaffolds with student maturity.

As children mature, our expectations of them change.  
Rubrics can document the increased expectations of our 
students even as we ask them to work more independently.







If we are the symphony, rubrics are part of 
the musical score.



Where can I get more information about 
rubrics?

http://rubistar.4teachers.org  offers templates for creating rubrics.
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/112001/chapters/What-Are-Rubrics-an
d-Why-Are-They-Important%C2%A2.aspx is an excerpt from an ASCD book 
about rubrics.
http://www.teach-nology.com/web_tools/rubrics/ offers teachers a variety of 
tools to build good rubrics.

http://rubistar.4teachers.org
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/112001/chapters/What-Are-Rubrics-and-Why-Are-They-Important%C2%A2.aspx
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/112001/chapters/What-Are-Rubrics-and-Why-Are-They-Important%C2%A2.aspx
http://www.teach-nology.com/web_tools/rubrics/


How can you reach me?

Ken Didsbury, 
Assistant Head for Academics, 

Benjamin School
kdidsbury@thebenjaminschool.org

561-472-3485

mailto:kdidsbury@thebenjaminschool.org


Here is a Rubric Templatehttps://docs.google.com/document/d/1VjcMjmofZg50cztC4ZjEXijkAGzWnyaZcKgpSms5JYo/edit#

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VjcMjmofZg50cztC4ZjEXijkAGzWnyaZcKgpSms5JYo/edit#

